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Human rights violations under anti-terrorism measures in Iraq

Although terrorism in itself is a serious challenge to any society and should be dealt with proactively, but using countering terrorism measures as justification for human rights violations has been sadly proven at the example of Iraq.

Since the US-invasion in 2003 ethnic tension and sectarianism have become a major element in Iraqi politics, a polarization the country had never known before. Inside a systematically dismantled judicial system arbitrary arrest, denial of due process, torture and mistreatment have become the norm rather than the exception and execution rates have risen to record heights. Military forces target civilians in mass campaigns of arbitrary arrests, torture and abuse in prisons is widespread and mass executions occur on a regular scale.

The already tensed situation escalated at the turn of the year 2013/2014 with a military operation undertaken by the Iraqi government under the pretext of combating al-Qaeda in the province of al-Anbar, resulting in a humanitarian disaster. According to UN figures in February 2014, more than 300,000 people have been forcibly displaced. The full casualty numbers from these last four weeks are not known, though on 30 January the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) reported that in the preceding three weeks, hospitals in Fallujah and Ramadi had reported 126 deaths and 666 injuries.

Implemented sectarianism

The terrible escalation of violence in Iraq can only be understood against the background of the profound destabilization of the country after the US-invasion and occupation in 2003, which found its continuation in the sectarian policy of the Iraqi government. Sectarianism is a form of discrimination which conquers by fuelling hatred between groups. It was deliberately implemented under occupation in order to weaken the country and create a divide.

Iraq thus had its infrastructure and institutions completely dismantled and rebuilt on political and sectarian lines. The former diverse army that had included all ethnic and religious groups was dissolved in favor of a militia-based structure. The discriminate de-Ba’athification process and the entrenching of sectarian politics then created the possibility for Iran to expand its influence. According to the former United Nations humanitarian coordinator in Iraq Denis Halliday, the sectarian divisions created in Iraq under occupation thus had the tragic result that the strife between religious interests in Iraq became “dangerous and life-threatening calamitous” to the entire region.

The responsibility for the deterioration of the situation is also on the shoulders of the Iraqi government. Prior to his meeting with US President Barack Obama on 1 November 2013 a group of several key US senators wrote candidly to President Obama and accused the Iraqi PM blame of being responsible for the sharp increase in sectarian violence in
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Iraq: “Unfortunately, al-Maliki’s mismanagement of Iraqi politics is contributing to the recent surge of violence”, they stated. By too often pursuing a sectarian and authoritarian agenda, they further explained, that the Prime Minister and his allies are isolating those with a democratic, inclusive, and pluralistic vision for their country. The US senators urged Barack Obama to make clear to the Iraqi PM that “the extent of Iran’s malign influence in the Iraqi government is a serious problem in bilateral relationship.”

Background of protest in al-Anbar

Since December 2012, many peaceful protests have been organized throughout Iraq against the sectarian policy and continuing human rights violations committed by the Iraqi government. Instead of negotiating the legitimate demands of the protesters, the government conducted a brutal crackdown on the protests, the brutality increasing gradually with time. Mass campaigns of arbitrary arrests became the rule rather than the exception, execution rates rose to record levels, next to an alarmingly increasing number of target killings of opposition leaders. Very soon it became clear, that the proclaimed “fight against terrorism” was mainly aimed against political opponents.

In order to have an official justification to act against the uprisings the Iraqi government thus declared protest camps as infiltrated by terrorists even if such claims never proved to be true.

Escalation in the province of al-Anbar

On 22nd of December 2013, army troops launched an operation in the desert of Anbar, where some Al-Qaeda camps are said to be located in the desert.

On the 27 of December, government forces surrounded al-Ramadi. According to the Iraqi government 36 al-Qaeda members were hiding among the protestors inside the city, a claim that was totally rejected by the demonstrators, who offered that government troops may come and search. Nevertheless the situation escalated on 28 December 2013, when the Iraqi PM ordered the arrest of MP and Chair of the Iraqi Parliament’s Economics committee Dr Ahmad Al-Alwani. During the assault the MP’s brother and his wife were killed, next to five others of his staff. Two days later, the protest camp at Ramadi was cleared, although the demonstrators had offered to end their protests in exchange for Dr
Ahmad Al-Alwani’s release. When no terrorists were found the Iraqi government casually suggested that the terrorists had probably “escaped”.

In the wake of January 1, 2014 the 600,000 residents of Fallujah, where protests had regularly taken place, found themselves encircled by government forces. Residential areas came under attack with mortar fire and gunfire. This time it was claimed that Al Qaeda and ISIL had taken over the city. Indeed some fighters wearing such signs were seen, yet these people encountered strong resistance from the residents of Fallujah, who wondered how these infiltrators could enter and leave the city in modern army vehicles despite the siege by the army.

Several times the Iraqi PM came out on TV inciting his followers with sectarian language to support him at all means in his fight against the inhabitants of the al-Anbar province describing them as “terrorists”. In view of the discriminatory attacks by government forces and their well-known brutality the residents then decided to defend themselves. It is therefore important to understand that those residents who are presented as terrorists are defending themselves out of fear against Maliki’s forces and that they are ordinary citizens, in no way affiliated to any terrorist group.

Military support

The Iraqi PM’s official portrayal of terrorists brought him the immediate support from the USA as well as from Iran and Russia. On 23rd January Iraq requested five hundred Hellfires, costing $82 million. (Such spending is a travesty in a country where electricity, clean water, education and health services have all but collapsed.) End January 2014 an American cargo jet loaded with weapons including 2,400 rockets to arm Iraqi attack helicopters arrived in Baghdad. A contract was agreed to sell a further twenty four AH-64E attack helicopters. This comes on top of a delivery of a first shipment in November 2013 of highly advanced Mi-35 attack helicopters as part of a $4.3 Billion arms purchase from Russia and seventy five Hellfire missiles rushed to Baghdad in mid-December 2013.

Supporters of the Iraqi government overheard warnings by the senior EU lawmaker Struan Stevenson, a member of the European parliament who chairs the European Parliament’s Delegation for Relations with Iraq, who in January 2014 warned that “Iraq is plummeting rapidly towards civil war and genocide”. He stated that the onslaught against supposed Al Qaeda terrorists in 6 Iraqi Provinces is no more than a cover for the annihilation of those parties opposed to the increasingly sectarian policies of the Iraqi Prime Minister. Stevenson’s further warned that claims by the Iraqi PM were “utter nonsense”. Still, he had convinced his allies that “he is fighting a war on terror and they are pouring in rockets, drones and other military hardware” which he is “using to bomb and kill civilian targets”.

Ongoing attacks against civilians

At the writing of this report in February 2014 the people in the province of al-Anbar are still under attack. The indiscriminate violence by government forces has turned into lynching and terror which resulted in the death of over hundred civilians and the displacement of more than 300,000.

Hospitals and schools have been damaged due to the heavy shelling and many families have been displaced several times because of new attacks in their place of refuge. The brutality is totally out of proportion and in contravention to Geneva Conventions.

---
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Conclusion

Under the pretext of combating terrorism terrible human rights violations are committed against civilians living in the province of al-Anbar in Iraq. The situation is the tragic result of an illegal invasion and subsequent occupation of Iraq, which fuelled sectarian enmity in a country that had not known such divisions before, and has deteriorated to a point that it could be considered an operation of mass punishment that has reached genocide level.

The NGOs signatories to this statement recommend to the UN to take the following measures:

- Establish an independent international committee to investigate the situation of Human Rights in Iraq
- Halt any military aid to the Iraqi government until these investigations are done
- Appoint an UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation in Iraq


---

18. Moreover: Credible testimonies further prove that Governmental forces shot injured and fleeing civilians, and conducted series of arbitrary arrest of civilians who held an ID card from Fallujah and were only released after days on 5000$ bail.

19. Symbolic for the atrocities committed by the army was a video published on several Iraqi satellite TVs on 22 January 2014, showing how al-Maliki forces drag the dead body of a young Tribesman by tying him to a military vehicle. See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BcmMMEmaZpc&feature=player_embedded
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